Figure 6: Probability of Exit (IPO or Acquisition) Before and After Grant Decision by Rank
Note: This figure shows the fraction of applicants who ever experienced an exit (IPO or acquisition) ever prior to (5A) and ever after (5B) the Phase 1 grant award decision. The applicants are binned by their DOE assigned rank, which I have centered so that Rank > 0 indicates a firm won an award. Capped lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. N=4,816. Note: This table reports regression estimates of the effect of having multiple awards in the competition for losers, using a bandwidth of all the data. The sample only includes losing firms. I control for rank in columns II and IV, and do not in columns I and III. I expect that negative spillovers will cause the indicators for more winners to have positive coefficients. † Controls are normalized rank, normalized rank squared, previous VC investment and previous SBIR awards from all gov't agencies, which are the only covariates with predictive power over the outcome and rank, respectively. V & VI include firms from the same and different cities (MSAs), respectively, within a topic. In the MSA analysis, I use a bandwidth of all and control for rank and its interaction with the same MSA indicator. Standard errors are robust and clustered at the topic-year level. *** p < .01. Year 1995 Note: This table reports regression estimates of the effect of the Phase 1 grant (1 | R i > 0) on VC. Specifications are variants of Equation 1, using BW=all. In columns I-III I also control for previous VC, and in column III also interact it with the dummy for 2010-11. In column III, sector f.e. are interacted w/1 | Y ear 2 [2010, 2011] , and in column IV year-sector f.e. are interacted with the grant amount. Note that here the Award coefficient is the effect of treatment when the grant amount is zero, which obviously does not occur in the data. In columns I-III, standard errors robust; in subsequent columns clustered by topic-year. † Grant amount is divided by 100,000 to make the coefficients of reasonable size. *** p < .01. Note: This table reports regression estimates using absolute rank dummies rather than centered/percentile continuous rank variables. Column I projects VC finance on only the rank dummies, and subsequent columns include Phase 1 treatment (1 | R i > 0) Standard errors are robust and clustered at topic-year level. *** p < .01. Year 1995 
